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Having gotten a great deal at the storage facility, one might think that the only thing left to do now
would be to decide when to move in with all the stuff. One will be surprised to find not just storage
greenhorns but also veterans who make this mistake. Most among them are simply happy to reduce
the clutter in their lives and regain some usable space for themselves.  However, of the biggest
causes for having a bad storage experience comes from improper storage and handling on part of
tenants.

To ensure that the entire storage experience is a happy one, here are a few tips to keep handy:

ïƒ˜	While the facility could have the top-of-the range fighting measures in place, it does help to play
ones own part in preventing fire related disasters. Following proper guidelines on what can be
stored and what not is crucial

ïƒ˜	Prevent articles from leaning against walls. They could tip over on themselves or over other
valuables

ïƒ˜	Leaving ample space for movement along the walls of the enclosure is a wise decision to make,
rather than packing the place up to its gills

ïƒ˜	Frequent use articles must be kept within easy access, preferably near the entry points while the
farther ends could be used to accommodate items that will not need to be at hand

ïƒ˜	Most quality storage operators provide units with higher than usual ceiling space. Maximize this
vertical space by stacking up, rather than leaving it unused

ïƒ˜	Packing boxes are most efficient when they are utilized to full capacity. This allows them to be
stacked easily rather than collapsing under the weight if left partially empty

ïƒ˜	Fragile and less sturdy items should be packed in bubble wrap or linen pieces that are being kept at
the self storage facility 

ïƒ˜	Anti-skid mats to place articles are a great idea for those who love to stack stuff up to the ceiling

ïƒ˜	Storage pallets too are a handy accessory to have around if one wishes to isolate their belongings
from the floor (minimizes risk of moisture damage in non-climate controlled facilities)

ïƒ˜	Always have detailed labeling on boxes. This facilitates the identification of the box contents at-a-
glance!

Besides the above tips, one of the most important things that one should do is to get their
belongings insured for the duration that they are to be in storage. Leading operators often have tie-
ups with leading insurers that offer competitive terms and wide ranging coverage. Opting for
customized storage solutions from operators like Beirut Moving and Storage can often be one of the
better decisions that one can take when storing personal belongings. Known for their stellar
customer service and competitive terms, it is no wonder that they are one of the most popular
operators in the region. To know more about their products and services, simply visit:
www.beirutmovingandstorage.com
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They offer diverse solutions like self-storage, removals, packaging, transportation,
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